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Futuryng
Futuryng has developed a technology capable of  
developing the systems of the future: smart,  
connected and horizontal

Our solutions enable customers to quickly, securely and dynamically connect  

internal and external silos, identified as a major impediment to growth by McKinsey,  

Gartner, and others.

With offices in Rome and Silicon Valley, we are successfully targeting winning and  

creating sustainable value for a number of Global 1000 customers.

Solving IoT’s $multibillion interoperability problems.

Current digital solutions have significant integration and interoperability problems.  

Vertically siloed systems do not support the dynamic connection of business  

processes and related activities, thus resulting in numerous operational  

inefficiencies.

Our digital interoperability technology can quickly connect a company’s vertical  

silos through a new generation of hybrid, horizontal and multiapproach  

connects the API System with the legacy and monolithic systems through modular,  

distributed applications.

Deal: Equity

Funding: Business Expansion R&D  

Series A: Open for $10m raise  

Stage: Revenue generating

Sales: 2018: $2.5M

2019: $3.8M (est)

2020: $12M (est)

Market:$1T+

Raised £ 2 m in 202 0



The world's first accessibility platform for senior  
travellers and travellers with disablities.

Travaxy is your way to a worry free experience

Seasoned team led by CEP and Founder Lioz Amar who is a Paralympic swimmer  

(Beijing) & Coach, Army Veteran and a developer.

Considerable interest and strong partnerships, including with Amadeus, the leading  

global Tavel B2B company.

Deal: Equity

Sector: Travel & Mobility, Impact

Series A: $1.5m

Stage: First to market & pilot  

commmissioned with Amadeus &  

Globalia

Market: US & EU alone $70bn of 70%  

of travellers with disabilities



dNano (IDX) is a UK based company is commercialising the  
groundbreaking innovation of the global leader in  
NanoMedicine Dr Sonia Trigueros.

Dr Sonia Trigeros has created nanosensors that can be trained to detect any disease or virus in  

humans, animals, plants or water as quick and easy as a pregnancy test. Due to the sensitivity  

of the technology, IDX are able to test positive from the second day of infection within a matter  

of minutes with no need to send samples to a lab. The tests have an unlimited shelf life and do  

not need to be kept in refrigerated conditions which makes them hugely commercially  

attractive.

The first test hitt ing the market is Covid and influenza, the second is foot and mouth, The end  

game for this venture is to be able to self test, at home for the 30+ different types of cancer.

Commercial partnership for distribution are in place with Tento Health and Clarity Pharma  

giving frictionless market access upon launching the first product. Each test wil l wholesale for

£5 and retail between £10-£15.

The global in-vitro diagnostics market size as a result of Covid the self-diagnostic market has a  

CAGR of 9% and is expected to hit a value of $286bn by 2027.

The team are comprised of industry veterans and a rockstar advisory board.

IDX are raising £2.8m. The investment wil l see the first 2 products hit the market.

Deal: Equity  

Sector: Healthtech  

Series A: £2.8m

Stage: Prototype ready in 4 months &  

commercialised in 12 months:  

Market: As a result of Covid the self-

diagnostic market has a CAGR of 9%  

and is expected to hit a value of

$286bn by 2027
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ENABLING THE CONNECTED WORKPLACE

BlendSuite enables users to connect, integrate and

sync data between almost any cloud based software or  

internet of things device.

Over 500 paid clients, including: A leading UK university, over 100 UK retailers,  

over 50 US retailers, NHS first responders and 3 major league football clubs.

100% growth in users since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic  

Pre-Release & Profitable

Over £200k pre-release revenue and a negative burn rate

Global Reach: Active globally in countries including the UK, US, Ireland,  

Australia, Canada, South Africa, Spain, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia and Nigeria  

99 % Revenue Growth from 2018-2019

Over 125% growth in Q1 2020 compared to Q1 2019

Multiple High Growth Partnerships from fast track 50 to Silicon Valley Unicorns

Deal: Equity

Uses of Funding: Build UK Support

Team, Scale Development Team &

Marketing for EU Release

Round: £750k Seed

Stage: Pre-Launch & Profitable  

Market: $1 Billion Globally  

Sector: Big Data / Integration  

platform as a service (IPAAS)



YourTour is an award-winning mobile platform that effortlessly stitches together  

content into cohesive, compelling and immersive remote VR and on-site AR  

'touring experiences'.

YourTour aims to revolutionise viewer experience in media (film, television, sports broadcasting ) but also  

property viewing and museum virtual visits.Using the latest deep learning techniques – with the help of  

Loughborough University’s top academics – it creates ultra-immersive 6DoF experiences from 2D and 360° video  

without the need for 3D models.

In 2020, YourTour won 3 Innovate UK grants with increasingly complex innovations, including a photogrammetry  

pipeline, automated artefact removal (cameraman, shadow et al), height adjustment, motion dampener, 6DoF and  

environment interaction.

YourTour's multi award-winning Virtual Visits, designed to replicate the magic and excitement of an in-person  

experience, are what virtual tours should have been. For the property industry, Virtual Visits make a house feel like  

a home; for schools, universities et al Virtual Visits digitally showcase venues in the way they deserve; for heritage,  

art and cultural attractions to provide a more rewarding, richer and accessible storytelling experience to a globally-

inclusive audience – without compromising the authenticity of their historical experiences - as well as immersive  

teacher-guided virtual school trips for classrooms.

YourTour’s proprietary photogrammetry system and environment interaction tools are also being harnessed to  

produce high-quality interactive virtual environments at a fraction of the cost of laser scanning. This is currently  

being trialled in the chemical engineering sector.

Deal: Equity

Round: £1m Seed

Uses of Funding: Expand IP &  

further commercialise business  

Stage: Revenue Ready

Sector: Virtual Reality
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DD-Fly Group (d-flygroup.com) is a unique opportunity to invest in a

product (The Dragonfly), team and vision of micro-mobility that will

leadthe revolution in sustainable urban transport.

The Dragonfly is the first 3 or 4 wheel hyperscooter. Its uniquely safe, luxurious, designed and  

affordable positioning has been conceived to attract a much larger range of users to micro -

mobility and sustainable transportation.

Its Formula 1- inspired cutting -edge technology allows it to weigh 14.5kg with a top speed of  

25mph and a range of 32mi, whilst being packed with unique safety features. Sustainability and  

a clean footprint have been key drivers for The Dragonfly design including its particle free tires  

and brakes for cleaner air.

The team is led by highly seasoned entrepreneurs who cumulate 85 years of experience in  

automotive product designs &  development, finance and marketing.The company has self-

funded all the development to date.

Dragonfly has great traction already, receiving the equivalent of over $5m of purchase intention

from B2B prestigious accounts, and taking £150k + worth of pre-orders from B2C clients.

The management is now looking to raise £ 2m to increase its production capacity in order to fulfil  

orders and to deploy its dynamic marketing strategy. Watch the video.

Deal: Equity

Round: £2m

Uses of Funding: Increase production

capacity & deploy dynamic marketing

strategy

Stage: Pre-Launch

Sector: Micromobility



Ethical Brand Network is the UK’s first all-in-one platform for

business owners and consumers who want to make a positive

impact through their everyday actions.Deal: Equity

Stage: Revenue Generating & Ready

to Scale

Sector: Ethical Fashion, Lifestyle

& Beauty

Round: £550k

Uses of Funding: Technology & 

Infrastructure, Operations, 

Marketing & Development

Market: Over £41bn in the UK

Ethical Brand Network was founded in 2017 by Roberta Lee London’s Sustainable Stylist, 

Style Expert, Speaker and Media Spokesperson , as seen on BBC, ITV & featured in 

Harper’s Baazar. 

Created in response to a demand for ethical fashion, lifestyle and beauty products, Ethical 

Brand Network has grown into a network that provides a community, training academy and e -

commerce boutique. 

Revenue producing & ready to scale, Ethical Brand Network has secured high profile 

partnerships including Pure London, Spirit of Christmas and Country Living and has an 

identified pipeline of over 500+ brands.

Ethical Brand Network is working towards the  United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals:
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CAPITAL AT RISKInvestment in unquoted businesses carry high risks as well as the possibility of high rewards and an investor’s capital is at risk  

in making such investments. It is highly speculative and potential investors should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of  

shares in private companies.

Please note that any tax treatments referred to in financial promotions approved or issued by the investee will depend on the individual  

circumstances of the investor. Investors should be aware that other costs and taxes may arise for them in relation to making investments.By  

enquiring about a deal you will receive further information regarding the investment opportunity which may include a ‘Business Plan’, ‘Marketing  

Plan’, ‘Investment Decks’, Investment Memorandums’, Pitch Decks or other material. Direct contact with the Founder will take place once you  

have shown an interest in meeting or discussing the opportunity further.Potential or actual investors are responsible for obtaining all necessary  

information for evaluating the relative merits and risks of an investment, as well as engaging their own investment advisor if deemed to be  

appropriate. G2E is not responsible for, and shall have no liability for, any investment decisions. The entering into of any investment transaction  

will be with the respective company without involvement of, or participDaetali:o1n2%by, G2E. Potential or actual investors understand that any  

investment they may make entails substantial risks and need to be able to bear the complete loss of any such investment.Funding: Launch +B2B  

Partnerships +Tech DevRound: £250,000

Any information distributed by Gateway2Enterprise, its officers and associates is for information purposes only and is not intended to be, and is  

not, an endorsement, approval or otherStage: Validation +Working product Market: £15 billionrecommendation with respect to any securities  

and/or investments. Dissemination of information does not constitute an endorsement of the accuracy or adequacy of the information.Sector:  

Event Tech |                                              Impact |                                              Marketplace |                     B2B2C

You may have the right to protection under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the right to refer complaints to the Financial  

Ombudsman Service; this depends on the type of business and the circumstances of the claim or complaint. Where a particular investment  

contains an overseas element, these protections may not be available.

Further information about applicable compensation and protection is available from the FSCS and FOS.All information given to you by  

Gateway2Enterprise Limited is confidential and must not be passed to others without first seeking the approval of Gateway2Enterprise Limited.

It may not be used for any purpose other than to consider whether you should enter into discussions with the business described.


